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 Seahorse Hurricane SE-920 Case  -  Aircraft Carry-On Case

This unique case is the largest wheeled, hard sided plastic carry-on case. No need to check it. It fits in most major 
airline overhead compartments. Wide track wheels and built-in telescoping tote handle make it easy to roll to the ticket 
counter and onto the aircraft.

Harness the strength and toughness of a Hurricane for your valuable equipment! Our HURRICANE SE series cases 
are designed to provide top of the line protection at affordable prices. They survive! Available in a variety of colours and 
sizes, seahorse has a "HURRICANE" case just right for you. Seahorse cases satisfy US Military Specs and IP 
Standards 67. All Seahorse cases come with an UNCONDITIONAL LIFETIME GUARANTEE.

Features
• Watertight, Airtight, Rustproof, Dustproof and Crush Resistant.
• Automatic pressure purge system.
• Built-in telescoping tote handle.
• Wide track wheels.
• Fits in most major airline overhead compartments.
• O-Ring seal.
• Moulded-in padlock holes (fits standard size Masterlocks®).
• Available with or without multilayer protective cubed matrix 
Accuform Foam.
• Also available with Seahorse Padded Divider Kit.
• Latches are available with keyed chrome metal locks or plastic 
non-corrosive locks.
• Chemical and UV resistant.
• Non-Magnetic without optional metal locks.
• This case will fit in overhead bin of most major airlines.
• All cases come with Seahorse's Unconditional Lifetime 
Guarantee.

Standard Seahorse Case Colours

  Black
  Safety Yellow (OSHA)

Other Available Case Colours

  Gun Metal Grey
  International Orange (SOLAS)

Custom Colours are also available.

Case Product Codes
•  SE-920E - Empty
•  SE-920F - With Foam
•  SE-920D - With Dividers

 Dimensions and Weights

Length Width Depth

  Inside Dimension
22.12" 13.54" 8.50"

56.18cm 34.39cm 21.59cm

  Outside Dimension
24.30" 16.00" 10.10"

61.72cm 40.64cm 25.65cm

Case Weight Shipping Weight

  SE-920F (with foam) 16.02 lbs. 16.00 lbs.

  SE-920E (without foam) 14.23 lbs. 13.00 lbs.

  SE-920D (with divider) 15.59 lbs. 15.00 lbs.

  Certificates

  United States Department Of Defence
  Cage Code number 1XCY9.
  MIL-STD 810F 512.4 and Ingress
  Protection Codes 6,7.


